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Last year we reached the milestone of 555 years since the name Ikenobo was first

recorded in a historic document. I appreciate the effort of our predecessors in

developing Ikenobo ikebana, and at the same time I realize again that those of us

alive now have a significant mission to continue moving forward.

For the passing on to others of things with form and things without form,

continual growth is important both for those involved with the passing down and

also for those receiving. To achieve this requires not only looking back to the past

but also moving toward the future.

 

One of Ikenobo ikebana’s characteristics is that we sense change in the forms of

flowers. We sense the wind in a torn leaf of Japanese banana, and we hear sounds

of insects in the shadow of a withered leaf. A loving and refined sensitivity enables

us to see the natural beauty of the changing seasons.

For someone who does ikebana, arranging ikebana is a matter of course. But it is

also an eternal proposition. It is often said that ikebana mirrors the heart. Even if

two works are arranged in the same style and with the same materials, a

completed arrangement will never be the same as any other. This is because

ikebana reflects the arranger’s feelings, how the arranger perceived the materials,

and the arranger’s skill.

  If you feel the joy of arranging, then your work will also be lively. When

arranging there is communication between flowers and the heart. Flowers and

branches are used to express the “something” held within the human heart.

 I would like to ask that you learn from the Visiting Professor the things you need

to know now, the ikebana that I would like you to pass on to others, and the sense

of beauty needed for your study.

 Through workshop study with the Visiting Professor I hope you realize anew the

depth of Ikenobo ikebana.

◇Learning Shoka

The form of shoka contains the original form of a plant, as the plant attempts to

return to that form after its stems have curved in response to factors in the

environment. The arrangement expresses the plant’s inner strength. A plant

receives light from one general direction, and in shoka the stems we arrange are

given variation so that it appears that they curve in the direction of the light.

Given this variation, the stems express their hidden inner strength.

□ Basic structure of Shoka

□ Hongatte  and Gyakugatte

□ In  and Yo  (yin‐yang)

◇ Yakueda

◇ Ashirai

□ Mizugiwa

□ Sashiguchi
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Excerpt from “Hana no Kokoro” by Sen’ei Ikenobo

□ What is Shoka ?



materials: Salix chaenomeloides, daffodil

materials: Strelitzia,

Spiraea cantoniensis, tulip

materials: Heliconia, palm,

prairie gentian

Isshuike

【Hongatte】 Nishuike 【Gyakugatte】 Nishuike

【Hongatte】 Sanshuike 【Gyakugatte】 Sanshuike

material: prairie gentian

Ikenobo Society of Floral Art

Isshuike

Special Visiting Professor Workshop 2018

materials: Forsythia, tulip

material: rose

Work on Shoka shofutai

【Hongatte】 【Gyakugatte】


